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NEWS RELEASE
26 JULY 2017
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
SUNSURIA’S MAIDEN KL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
KUALA LUMPUR: Sunsuria Berhad (“Sunsuria”) today announced that its 99.99%owned subsidiary Sunsuria Gateway Sdn Bhd (“Sunsuria Gateway”) has entered a
joint venture with Genlin Development Sdn Bhd (“Genlin”) via a Shareholders’
Agreement (“SHA”) to jointly acquire and develop 9,030 square meters of prime land
in Sentul, Kuala Lumpur for a mixed development project.
This latest acquisition for new land bank reflects the company’s ambition to broaden
its horizons beyond its current developments. According to Sunsuria’s Executive
Chairman Datuk Ter Leong Yap, the company will continue to seek out and pursue
new development opportunities.
“We are enjoying tremendous success with our current projects in Sunsuria City and
The Forum in Setia Alam, and they continue to be well received by our customers. We
want to build on this success and take our best-in-class solutions to high-growth
potential areas. This opportunity to expand our business to within the heart of Kuala
Lumpur is just the first step and we expect new landbank opportunities in the near
future,” he said.
Under the SHA, both Sunsuria Gateway and Genlin will respectively hold 70% and
30% shareholding equity in Goodwill Signature Sdn Bhd (“Goodwill”), that will serve
as the joint venture company to acquire and develop the land.
Goodwill is presently a Sunsuria Gateway’s wholly owned subsidiary.
In the spirit of mutual cooperation and common interest, both parties have agreed to
use Goodwill to enter into a sale and purchase agreement with Genlin for the
acquisition of land – valued at RM28mil.
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“We are excited to be collaborating with Genlin as part of our business growth strategy
to embark on new projects closer to the heart of the city. We see great potential in the
land’s location for a mixed development project that will provide both residential and
commercial opportunities within a thriving community.”
Located in Sentul, the land is in a fast-rising neighbourhood off the Duta expressway
with prominent landmarks in the immediate vicinity such as KL Pac, UTC Sentul and
Kem Batu Kentonmen.
END

ABOUT SUNSURIA BERHAD
The roots of Sunsuria Group dates back to 1989, when its founder and owner, Datuk
Ter Leong Yap, started to develop various residential, commercial and industrial
property projects within Klang Valley. Today, Sunsuria has grown into a multi-faceted
and well established property developer, delivering innovative, high quality properties
in Malaysia.
Recently, Sunsuria has embarked on a 525-acre flagship development located at
Salak Tinggi, Putrajaya South with the name of “Sunsuria City”. The development is
designed with the guiding principles of Smart, Livable and Sustainable. It is a freehold
integrated township that will become the new international landmark with Xiamen
University Malaysia, the first overseas campus of Chinese university, and international
premium shopping outlet (Horizon Village Outlets) within its vicinity.
Sunsuria has been growing from strength to strength, embracing new challenges as
we expand our expertise. Being a community-focused, growth and value-oriented
developer, Sunsuria places reliability at the core of its operations and will continue to
ensure better value creation for its stakeholders, focusing especially on our customers.
Over the years, Sunsuria has gained recognition as among the leading property
developers in Malaysia, winning notable accolades such as The Edge Top 30 Property
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Developers Award 2016, Best Township Development by iProperty.com Malaysia
People’s Choice Awards 2016 and Best Sustainable Township Development by
Property Insights.
For further information, please contact:
Shin Ann
Sales & Marketing Executive
Sunsuria Berhad
Tel: 03-6145 7777 (Ext: 7756)
Fax: 03-6145 7778

